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ALICE – A LARGE ION COLLIDER EXPERIMENT 
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•  A dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the CERN LHC  

•  Study of a high-density, high-temperature phase of  

strongly interacting matter: Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) 

•  Unique PID capabilities among all LHC experiments 

•  Covers broad kinematic range 

•  Many PID techniques 

•  Excellent performance in RUN 1 and RUN 2 
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ALICE UPGRADE 

Outline 

• LHC schedule for heavy ion running 
• ALICE goals and upgrade strategy for the 

LHC Run 3 and Run 4 
• Upgrade plans 
• Expected physics performance 
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•  Motivation: high precision measurements of rare probes at low pt 
ü  cannot be selected with hardware trigger 

ü  need to record large sample of events 

•  Goal: operate ALICE at high rate, record all MB events 
ü  50 kHz in Pb-Pb (~10 nb-1 in RUN 3 and RUN 4) 

ü  no dedicated trigger, reduce data size (compression) 

ü  preserve PID 

•  Significant detector upgrades: 
ü  e.g. TPC with continuous readout 

ü  LHC Long Shutdown 2 (2019/2020) 

 

TDR: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1622286 
Addendum: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1984329  

Outline 

• LHC schedule for heavy ion running 
• ALICE goals and upgrade strategy for the 

LHC Run 3 and Run 4 
• Upgrade plans 
• Expected physics performance 
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EXAMPLE: LOW-MASS DI-ELECTRONS 

Full exploitation of RUN 3 physics potential requires significant TPC upgrade 
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•  full&exploita6on&of&Run3&physics&poten6al&requires&significant&TPC&upgrade&
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ALICE TPC 
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Gas volume 
§  Acceptance: |η|<0.9, Δϕ = 2π 

§  Low mass, high precision field cage 
§  ~90 m3 active detector medium  

§  Gas: 
§  Ne-CO2

 (90-10) in RUN 1 
§  Ar-CO2 (90-10) in RUN 2 

§  100 kV at the Central Electrode 
§  Edrift = 400 V/cm 
§  vdrift = 2.7 cm/µs 
§  max tdrift = 92 µs 

THE ALICE TPC 



Readout chambers 
§  72 MWPCs with pad readout 
§  σdE/dx = 5.5% (7%) in p-p (Pb-Pb) 

§  Gating grid 

THE ALICE TPC 
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2 x 18 Inner Read Out Chambers 

557,568 pads  (159 rows) 
 

4 x 7.5 mm2  (IROC) 
6 x 10 mm2  (OROC) 
6 x 15 mm2  (OROC) 

2 x 18 Outer Read Out Chambers  

OROC 

IROC 

29.2 cm 

87 cm 

49.7  cm 

 114.2 cm 



GATED OPERATION IN RUN 1 AND RUN 2 
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Multi Wire Proportional Chamber readout 
•  Employs gating grid 
•  Gating grid prevents back drifting ions from the amplification stage to distort 

the drift field (IBF suppression ~10-5) 

•  100 µs electron drift time + 200-400 µs gate closed (Ne-Ar) to minimize ion 
backflow and drift distortions 

•  300-500 µs in total limits the maximal readout rate to few kHz (in p-p) 
•  Readout rate ~600 Hz for central Pb-Pb (300 Hz in RUN 1) 

Gated operation in RUN1
Typical data taking with TPC in RUN1: Low luminosity Pb-Pb collisions 

time 

Drift time in 
TPC. Gating 
grid open

Gating wire grid
must stay closed,
no event readout 

• Triggered operation with gated grid (max rate: few kHz)
• Maximum drift time of electrons in TPC: ~ 100us 
• Additional gated grid closure time: 180us (to minimize ion backflow and drift

distortions) 
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CONTINUOUS OPERATION IN RUN 3 AND BEYOND 
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Continuous operation in RUN3
Typical data taking with TPC in RUN3: High luminosity Pb-Pb collisions

•  Maximum drift time of electrons in TPC: ~ 100us
•  Average event spacing: ~20us
•  Event pileup
•  Triggered operation does not make sense
•  Minimize ion backflow (IBF) in different way
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Drift time in 
TPC

time

Continuous read-out
Micro Pattern Gas Detectors

•  Maximum drift time of electrons in the TPC: ~100 us 

•  Average event spacing: ~20 us 

•  Event pileup (5 in average) 

•  Triggered operation meaningless 

•  Minimize IBF in a different way 

Continuous readout with GEMs 

(Gas Electron Multiplier, F. Sauli 1996) 



ALICE TPC UPGRADE FOR RUN 3 
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Requirements for GEM readout: 
•  Operate at the gain of 2000 in Ne-CO2-N2 

•  IBF < 1% at Gain = 2000 à ε = 20 

•  Local energy resolution < 12% for 55Fe 
•  Stable operation under LHC conditions 

•  + new electronics (negative polarity, continuous readout mode) 

•  + novel calibration and online reconstruction schemes  
(data compression by factor 20 and distortion corrections) 

GEM-based readout chamber 
•  Low ion backflow  

•  High rate capability 

•  No ion tail 

•  Continuous readout possible 



GEM R&D FOR THE UPGRADE 
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BASELINE SOLUTION: 4-GEM SETUP 
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Triple'GEM+principle+of+operation+
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�%Gas%gain%about%a%factor%3%lower%than%
in%MWPC%

GEMs%are%made%of%a%copperAkaptonAcopper%
sandwich,%with%holes%etched%into%it%

Electron%microscope%photograph%of%a%GEM%foil%

20%

Standard GEM (S) 

140µm 

Preparations for GEM4 Gas-Studies Conclusion

The Large Pitch GEM

MB, Julia Bloemer, Korbinian Eckstein, Andreas Hönle — Ion Back-Flow measurements at TUM 20/22

280 µm 

Large-pitch GEM (LP) 

•  Requirements not fullfilled with a standard 3-GEM 

configuration 

•  New readout chambers employ standard (S) and 

large-pitch (LP) GEMs in a configuration S-LP-LP-S 

•  Optimized HV settings 



HV SETTINGS OPTIMIZATION 

•  “Standard” HV settings used with GEM detectors (e.g. COMPASS) not optimal for low IBF 

•  IBF optimized settings: 
•  ΔGEM1 > ΔGEM2 ≈ ΔGEM3 << ΔGEM4   (largest amplification in GEM4 à stability?) 
•  High ET1, ET2          (high electron extraction from the first GEM stages) 
•  Low ET3       (ion blocking) 

44 The ALICE Collaboration

confirmed by the pulseheight data of a single-wire proportional counter used as reference (left panel).
The wire counter data is used to correct the gain variations of the GEM detector. In Fig. 5.3 the corrected
GEM gain is shown for a period of about 21 hours, just after the gain was increased. Within this time
the corrected gain remains very stable, within 0.45 %, as indicated by the fit of the right panel of the
figure. Thus, no settling time is observed after changing the operating conditions. It should be noted that
a humidity level of about 180 ppm of water was maintained for the entire period.

5.1.3 Results of ion backflow measurements

Baseline solution

A suitable working point in terms of ion backflow and local energy resolution was found by utilizing a
quadruple GEM system in which the foils in layer 1 and 4 have a standard hole pitch (Standard, 140 µm),
whereas the foils in layer 2 and 3 have a hole pitch that is two times larger (Large Pitch, 280 µm). This
arrangement, denoted S-LP-LP-S, allows to block ions efficiently by employing asymmetric transfer
fields and foils with low optical transparency. An increasing sequence of gas gains down the GEM stack
helps reducing the ion backflow since ions created in the inner two layers are blocked more efficiently.
On the other hand, the efficiency for electron transmission, in particular in the first two layers, is also
affected by this configuration. Therefore, a combined optimization with respect to both ion backflow and
energy resolution is mandatory.
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Figure 5.4: Correlation between ion backflow and energy resolution at 5.9 keV in a quadruple S-LP-LP-S GEM in Ne-CO2-N2
(90-10-5) for various settings of DUGEM2. The voltage on GEM 1 increases for a given setting between 225 and
315 V from left to right. The voltages on GEM 3 and GEM 4 are adjusted to achieve a total effective gain of 2000,
while keeping their ratio fixed. The transfer and induction fields are 4, 2, 0.1 and 4 kV/cm, respectively.

In Fig. 5.4 the ion backflow and energy resolution at 5.9 keV obtained with a S-LP-LP-S arrangement are
summarised for various voltage settings, illustrating the competing mechanisms of electron transmission
and ion blocking. The results are obtained in a Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) gas mixture for different com-
binations of DUGEM1 and DUGEM2, and at different ratios DUGEM3/DUGEM4 . Clearly the ion backflow
improves for lower gains at GEM 1 and GEM 2, while the energy resolution deteriorates accordingly.
Typical values of ion backflow around 0.7 % at energy resolutions of ⇠12 % are reached. This per-
formance fulfills the requirements for maximum allowable space-charge distortions and proper dE/dx

Gas mixture: Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) 
Effective gain Geff = 2000 

 
Baseline solution (S-LP-LP-S) performance: 

IBF = 0.6 % 
σE/E  ≈ 12 % for 5.9 keV (55Fe) 

 
Alternative R&D: 

 2GEM + Micromegas 
 COBRA GEMs  
  13 
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Garfield Simulations�
•  Garfield++/Magboltz simulations 

–  Field calculation by ANSYS 
–  IBF quantitatively well described by simulations 

based on Garfield++. 
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GEM1(S)�
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GEM4(S)�

ION TRAPPING WITH GEMS 
Electron transport properties for IBF optimized voltage settings 

εcoll = collection efficiency 
εextr = extraction efficiency 
M = gas multiplication factor 
Geff = εcoll × M × εextr = effective gain 

TPC Upgrade TDR Addendum 15

ecoll ne,in M ne�ion eextr ne,out G nion,back fraction of fraction of
total IBF (sim.) total IBF (meas.)

GEM1 (S) 1 1 14 13 0.65 9.1 9.1 3.6 (28%) 40% 31%

GEM2 (LP) 0.2 1.8 8 12.7 0.55 8 0.88 3.3 (26%) 37% 34%

GEM3 (LP) 0.25 2 53 104 0.12 12.7 1.6 1.3 (1.3%) 14% 11%

GEM4 (S) 1 12.7 240 3053 0.6 1830 144 0.84 (0.03%) 9% 24%

Total 3183 1830 1830 9 (0.28%)

Table 3.2: Electron and ion transport properties in a S-LP-LP-S configuration operated with TDR settings (see Tab. 4.1). For
explanation see text. Also shown are the absolute and relative number of backflowing ions per layer, and their relative
contribution to the total ion backflow. The last columns shows results from measurement on a 10⇥10 cm2 prototype.

S-LP-LP-SP

As a possible improvement of the baseline S-LP-LP-S system, GEM4 was replaced by a foil with a
smaller hole pitch of 90 µm (SP). The larger hole density in GEM4 may reduce the extraction of ions into
transfer gap 3. Moreover, the distribution of the signal electrons into more holes in the final amplification
stage could improve the operational stability. The result of an ET2- ET3 scan of ion backflow and energy
resolution is shown in Fig. 3.7. As in the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration, the best ion backflow is
found for high ET2 and low ET3. The best values for the ion backflow of about 0.9% at an energy
resolution of 12% are within the design specifications, but offer no improvement with respect to the
baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.
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Figure 3.7: Ion backflow (left) and energy resolution (right) in a quadruple S-LP-LP-SP GEM in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) as a
function of ET2 and ET3. The settings for ET1, Eind, DUGEM1 and DUGEM2 are indicated in the figures. The voltages
DUGEM3 and DUGEM4 are adjusted to maintain a gain of 2000 in each setting.

S-S-LP-S

In the S-S-LP-S system (Fig. 3.8) the best ion backflow at an energy resolution around 12% is achieved
at low ET2 and high ET3. This is consistent with previous findings presented in [1]. Again, the best
achievable values for the ion backflow of about 0.8% at an energy resolution of 12% are within the
design specifications but not better than the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.

S-S-LP-SP

The results for the S-S-LP-SP system are shown in Fig. 3.9. As for S-S-LP-S, the best ion backflow
values are for low ET2 and high ET3. However, replacement of GEM4 by an SP foil leads to a significant
improvement with respect to S-S-LP-S. In the optimal settings, ion backflow values of about 0.5% at an
energy resolution of 12% are achieved, a notable improvement even over the S-LP-LP-S baseline.
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Garfield Simulations�
•  Garfield++/Magboltz simulations 

–  Field calculation by ANSYS 
–  IBF quantitatively well described by simulations 

based on Garfield++. 
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ION TRAPPING WITH GEMS 
Electron transport properties for IBF optimized voltage settings 

εcoll = collection efficiency 
εextr = extraction efficiency 

M = gas multiplication factor 

Geff = εcoll × M × εextr = effective gain 

ne-ion = number of produced e-ions pairs 
nion,back = number of ions drifting back into the drift volume (ε) 

IB = (1+ε)/Geff  TPC Upgrade TDR Addendum 15

ecoll ne,in M ne�ion eextr ne,out G nion,back fraction of fraction of
total IBF (sim.) total IBF (meas.)

GEM1 (S) 1 1 14 13 0.65 9.1 9.1 3.6 (28%) 40% 31%

GEM2 (LP) 0.2 1.8 8 12.7 0.55 8 0.88 3.3 (26%) 37% 34%

GEM3 (LP) 0.25 2 53 104 0.12 12.7 1.6 1.3 (1.3%) 14% 11%

GEM4 (S) 1 12.7 240 3053 0.6 1830 144 0.84 (0.03%) 9% 24%

Total 3183 1830 1830 9 (0.28%)

Table 3.2: Electron and ion transport properties in a S-LP-LP-S configuration operated with TDR settings (see Tab. 4.1). For
explanation see text. Also shown are the absolute and relative number of backflowing ions per layer, and their relative
contribution to the total ion backflow. The last columns shows results from measurement on a 10⇥10 cm2 prototype.

S-LP-LP-SP

As a possible improvement of the baseline S-LP-LP-S system, GEM4 was replaced by a foil with a
smaller hole pitch of 90 µm (SP). The larger hole density in GEM4 may reduce the extraction of ions into
transfer gap 3. Moreover, the distribution of the signal electrons into more holes in the final amplification
stage could improve the operational stability. The result of an ET2- ET3 scan of ion backflow and energy
resolution is shown in Fig. 3.7. As in the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration, the best ion backflow is
found for high ET2 and low ET3. The best values for the ion backflow of about 0.9% at an energy
resolution of 12% are within the design specifications, but offer no improvement with respect to the
baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.
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Figure 3.7: Ion backflow (left) and energy resolution (right) in a quadruple S-LP-LP-SP GEM in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) as a
function of ET2 and ET3. The settings for ET1, Eind, DUGEM1 and DUGEM2 are indicated in the figures. The voltages
DUGEM3 and DUGEM4 are adjusted to maintain a gain of 2000 in each setting.

S-S-LP-S

In the S-S-LP-S system (Fig. 3.8) the best ion backflow at an energy resolution around 12% is achieved
at low ET2 and high ET3. This is consistent with previous findings presented in [1]. Again, the best
achievable values for the ion backflow of about 0.8% at an energy resolution of 12% are within the
design specifications but not better than the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.

S-S-LP-SP

The results for the S-S-LP-SP system are shown in Fig. 3.9. As for S-S-LP-S, the best ion backflow
values are for low ET2 and high ET3. However, replacement of GEM4 by an SP foil leads to a significant
improvement with respect to S-S-LP-S. In the optimal settings, ion backflow values of about 0.5% at an
energy resolution of 12% are achieved, a notable improvement even over the S-LP-LP-S baseline.
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–  IBF quantitatively well described by simulations 
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ION TRAPPING WITH GEMS 
Electron transport properties for IBF optimized voltage settings 

εcoll = collection efficiency 
εextr = extraction efficiency 

M = gas multiplication factor 

Geff = εcoll × M × εextr = effective gain 

ne-ion = number of produced e-ions pairs 

nion,back = number of ions drifting back into the drift volume (ε) 

fraction of total IBF: simulation vs. experiment TPC Upgrade TDR Addendum 15

ecoll ne,in M ne�ion eextr ne,out G nion,back fraction of fraction of
total IBF (sim.) total IBF (meas.)

GEM1 (S) 1 1 14 13 0.65 9.1 9.1 3.6 (28%) 40% 31%

GEM2 (LP) 0.2 1.8 8 12.7 0.55 8 0.88 3.3 (26%) 37% 34%
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Table 3.2: Electron and ion transport properties in a S-LP-LP-S configuration operated with TDR settings (see Tab. 4.1). For
explanation see text. Also shown are the absolute and relative number of backflowing ions per layer, and their relative
contribution to the total ion backflow. The last columns shows results from measurement on a 10⇥10 cm2 prototype.

S-LP-LP-SP

As a possible improvement of the baseline S-LP-LP-S system, GEM4 was replaced by a foil with a
smaller hole pitch of 90 µm (SP). The larger hole density in GEM4 may reduce the extraction of ions into
transfer gap 3. Moreover, the distribution of the signal electrons into more holes in the final amplification
stage could improve the operational stability. The result of an ET2- ET3 scan of ion backflow and energy
resolution is shown in Fig. 3.7. As in the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration, the best ion backflow is
found for high ET2 and low ET3. The best values for the ion backflow of about 0.9% at an energy
resolution of 12% are within the design specifications, but offer no improvement with respect to the
baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.
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Figure 3.7: Ion backflow (left) and energy resolution (right) in a quadruple S-LP-LP-SP GEM in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) as a
function of ET2 and ET3. The settings for ET1, Eind, DUGEM1 and DUGEM2 are indicated in the figures. The voltages
DUGEM3 and DUGEM4 are adjusted to maintain a gain of 2000 in each setting.

S-S-LP-S

In the S-S-LP-S system (Fig. 3.8) the best ion backflow at an energy resolution around 12% is achieved
at low ET2 and high ET3. This is consistent with previous findings presented in [1]. Again, the best
achievable values for the ion backflow of about 0.8% at an energy resolution of 12% are within the
design specifications but not better than the baseline S-LP-LP-S configuration.

S-S-LP-SP

The results for the S-S-LP-SP system are shown in Fig. 3.9. As for S-S-LP-S, the best ion backflow
values are for low ET2 and high ET3. However, replacement of GEM4 by an SP foil leads to a significant
improvement with respect to S-S-LP-S. In the optimal settings, ion backflow values of about 0.5% at an
energy resolution of 12% are achieved, a notable improvement even over the S-LP-LP-S baseline.



STABILITY AGAINST DISCHARGES 
The breakdown appears when the total charge in the avalanche reaches critical value Qmax 

Highly ionizing particles/high rate of radiation may induce creation 

of streamers which can then transform into sparks. 

Spark in GEM: 
•  ΔVGEM à 0 
•  may be harmful to the detector and electronics (large energy released) 

17 

R&D: 

-  10x10 cm2 GEMs 

-  Modular setup 

-  1-4 GEM stacks 

-  Adjustable drift gap 

-  Alpha sources: 239Pu, 241Am, 244Cm; 

rate 0.5 – 10 kHz 

-  Current/discriminator readout 
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Figure 3.21: Discharge probability of a triple GEM prototype measured for different HV settings (see text). Dashed lines
represent power law function fits. For the fit of the “standard” settings the data point at the highest gain was not
used.

TDR [1]). All available radiation sources (see Sec. 3.2.2) have been used. The gas mixture used in all
measurements is Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) which is the baseline gas mixture for the ALICE TPC upgrade.
In measurements where collimated high-rate alpha sources were used, the alpha particles impinge on the
GEM foils at normal incidence.

Table 3.3 presents discharge probabilities measured with different sources for various quadruple GEM
stack configurations that are optimised for low ion backflow (IB), including the baseline settings for the
S-LP-LP-S stack (IB =0.63%, G=2000, see Sec. 3.1.1). For comparison, the result for a triple GEM
operated with “standard” settings, as extrapolated from measurements at higher gains (see Sec. 3.2.4)
is also shown. Most of the numbers quoted for quadruple GEMs are upper limits for the discharge
probability (indicated by ”<”), which means that during the time of measurement at a given setting no
discharge was recorded.

We find that the upper limit for the discharge probability of the baseline configuration (1.5⇥ 10�10) is
compatible with the result for a triple GEM detector operated in “standard” settings, which is used as a
reference to a system that has proven to work reliably under high-rate conditions. It should be noted that
all quadruple GEM configurations under study are more stable than the triple GEM stack optimized for
low ion backflow. In addition to the baseline solution, the S-LP-LP-S configuration was tested with HV
settings that provide very low ion backflow of IB =0.34% (but a poor energy resolution of 17% for 55Fe).
In Tab. 3.4 the results of a gain scan at baseline settings are shown. No discharge at all was detected
for gains below 4000, i.e. two times the nominal gas gain, which implies sufficient margin for a safe
operation of the detector.

In conclusion, upper limits for the discharge probability in quadruple GEMs that are operated with low
ion backflow settings are compatible with results for triple GEMs in “standard” settings, i.e. settings that
are optimized for operational stability. The results indicate that the addition of a fourth GEM results in a
significant improvement of the detector stability against discharge and recovers the increased instability
induced by optimization for low ion backflow.

The presented results obtained with alpha particles are very promising, however, in many cases only
upper limits could be extracted due to the moderate rate of the available sources. Improvement of the

DISCHARGE STUDIES 

•  Different HV settings have been tested with a  

3-GEM configuration 

•  “Standard” à “IBF” 
–  Standard – optimized for stability (COMPASS) 
–  IBF à optimized for IBF 

•  Significant drop of stability while using IBF 

settings with a typical 3-GEM configuration 
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S-S-S S-S-S-S S-LP-LP-S
‘standard’ HV IB = 2.0% IB = 0.34% IB = 0.34% IB = 0.34% IB = 0.63%

G = 2000 G = 2000 G = 1600 G = 3000 G = 5000 G = 2000
220Rn

⇠10�10 < 2⇥10�6 < 7.6⇥10�7Ea = 6.4 MeV
rate = 0.2 Hz
241Am

< 1.5⇥10�10Ea = 5.5 MeV
rate = 11 kHz
239Pu+241Am+244Cm

< 2.7⇥10�9 < 2.3⇥10�9 (3.1±0.8)⇥10�8 < 3.1⇥10�9Ea = 5.2+5.5+5.8 MeV
rate = 600 Hz
90Sr

< 3⇥10�12Eb < 2.3 MeV
rate = 60 kHz

Table 3.3: Discharge probability measured for different quadruple GEM stack configurations and different radiation sources. As
a reference, the extrapolated result for a triple GEM operated in “standard” settings is also given. All measurements
were performed in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5).

limits by one order of magnitude for the baseline settings at the gain of 2000 would require continuous
operation of the test setup for three months. Therefore, the present measurements are complemented by
discharge rate measurements at a high-rate beam facility. For this purpose, a large-size IROC prototype
was prepared and tested in a hadron beam at the CERN-SPS (see Sec. 4.2).

S-LP-LP-S
IB = 0.63%

G = 1000 G = 2000 G = 3300 G = 4000 G = 5000
239Pu+241Am+244Cm

< 3.1⇥10�9 5⇥10�9 (1.8±1.1)⇥10�8Ea = 5.2+5.5+5.8 MeV
rate = 600 Hz
241Am

< 1.1⇥10�8 < 1.5⇥10�10 < 7.1⇥10�10Ea = 5.5 MeV
rate = 11 kHz

Table 3.4: Gain scan of the discharge probability for the S-LP-LP-S configuration with baseline settings in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-
5). The baseline HV settings on all GEMs are scaled by the same factor to vary the gain.

3-GEM 

 

•  4-GEM configuration, 
optimized for energy 
resolution and IBF is 
also stable against 
electrical discharges 

Influence of HV settings 



FULL-SIZE PROTOTYPES 

19 



GEMS FOR THE UPGRADE 
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IROC	  

•  Large-size single-mask foils from CERN PCB workshop 

•  1 stack in IROC, 3 stacks in OROC 
à Technical solution approved by the LHCC 

 

OROC	  

� Validate production methods with large size 
detector
� Active GEM area = 0.6817 m²
9GEM production & framing
9Detector assembly
9QA protocols

9Milestone for the project

OROC PROTOTYPE

1912.10.2015

87 cm

Andreas Mathis - MPGD 2015 - Trieste

OROC stack
3

OROC stack
2

OROC stack
1

IROC



LARGE PROTOTYPES: 4-GEM IROC 

•  4 single-mask GEMs in the configuration S-LP-LP-S 

•  GEMs glued on 2 mm frames 

•  Prototype mounted in a test box with a field cage 

 

•  dE/dx performance evaluated at CERN PS 

•  Stability at high-rate hadron beam tested at CERN SPS 

21 

GEM Stack – wrinkles again! 

!  Stack screwed with rigid screws  
(Polyamid 6.0-gv 25% UL94 HB) 

!  Additional holes for mounting 

!  Why do we still have wrinkles? (ideas) 
!  Gluing misalignment 
!  Wrong holes alignment, too small tolerances? 
!  Too weak screws 
!  Holes position (not in the middle of frame) 

!  We did not try to fight with that now not to introduce new problems (dust, cuts, etc.) 

!  MUST be studied afterwards! 11 

•  In addition, a Hybrid IROC (2-GEM + Micromegas) has been built and tested at PS and SPS 



PS BEAMTIME (NOV. 2014) 

•  Secondary e±, π± beam; 1, 2, 3 GeV/c 

•  dE/dx performance as expected from simulations 

•  Relative energy resolution as in present MWPC 
•  σe/µe ≈ 9% 
•  σπ/µπ ≈ 10% 

•  Physics performance not compromised up to σ(55Fe) = 14 % 

2 Scintillators 

4 GEM 
IROC 
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TPC upgrade
PS test beam – dE/dx performance

 dE/dx performance as expected from simulation

 Same performance as present MWPC IROC

 Physics performance not compromised up to σ=14%

 → Allow for operation of IROC / OROC at different working points

IB=0.34%

IB=0.65%

IB=0.51%

Cherenkov 



4-GEM IROC AT SPS 
RD51 beamtime, December 2015 

150 GeV/c pion beam hitting Fe absorber 
–  ~5×1011 particles accumulated  
–  Comparable to the number of particles expected in the TPC during a typical yearly Pb-

Pb run at a collision rate of 50 kHz (per GEM stack) 

Discharge probability: (6.4±3.7)×10-12 per incoming hadron 

Estimate for RUN 3: 
–  650 discharges in the TPC per typical yearly Pb-Pb run 
–  5 per stack 
–  Safe operation guaranteed 
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TPC upgrade
Test beam campaign

 Test beam studies at 
PS and SPS with full-
sized IROC prototype

 dE/dx performance

 Discharge probability

I

I ⇡ .

I

⇠ ( ± )⇥ /

I
⇠ . ⇥ /

I
⇠ . ⇥ /



OROC PROTOTYPE 
“School of ROC” 

24 

•  The largest GEM-based detector to date 

•  40 participants (11 institutes) took part in a “hands-on” 

workshop at TUM/CERN 

•  Padplane equipped in three 4-GEM stacks and installed 

in the box with a field cage 

•  Chamber operational under HV, tests with 55Fe 

•  Mechanical studies afterwards (sagging of the large area 

GEM foils) 

 
55Fe spectrum 
Ar-CO2 (82-12) 



ELECTRONICS 
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ELECTRONICS 

New FE ASIC “SAMPA” (130 nm TSMC CMOS) 
–  Positive or negative input 
–  Programmable conversion gains and peaking times 
–  Different readout modes: triggered, continuous with DSP, continuous with DSP by-pass 

For required Signal-to-Noise ratio excellent noise figure of 670e- (as currently)  is needed 

All ADC values are read out: data output for 50 kHz Pb-Pb collisions ≈ 6.55 TByte/s  

Baseline correction and data compression off detector 

Use CERN developed GBT and Versatile Link for readout 26 

A"Large"Ion"Collider"Experiment"

Electronics�
•  New ASIC “SAMPA” 

–  Integration of the functionality of the present 
preamp/shaper and ALTRO ADC+DSP 

•  Both polarity, Continuous/Triggered RO 
•  SAR ADC (10M or 20MSPS) 

– First MWP submission in April�

���

Upgrade of ALICE Electronics & Trigger System 
(Technical Design Report) 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/1603472�



PERFORMANCE 
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SPACE CHARGE DISTORTIONS 
•  Ion blocking in GEMs not as efficient as with gating grid 
•  Ions from 8000 events pile up in the drift volume at 50 kHz Pb-Pb collisions (td,ion = 160 ms) 

•  Total number of ions in drift volume strongly depends on IB: ntot = nion * IB * Geff ; ε= IB * Geff -1 

•  1% of IBF at Geff = 2000 (ε = 20) 
-  distortions up to dr ≈ 20 cm and drφ ≈ 8 cm (at small r and z) 

-  well below 10 cm for the largest part of drift volume 

•  Corrections to O(10-3) are required for final calibration (to the level of intrinsic resolution, σrφ~ 200 µm) 

•  2-stage calibration and reconstruction scheme 

TPC Upgrade TDR 89
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Figure 7.8: Space-point distortions in r (top panels), rj (center panels) and z (bottom panels) for Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5), Rint =
50 kHz and e = 20 (left panels) and 10 (right panels). The data shows the integrated distortions for an electron
originating at z, r as it drifts to the GEM readout at z =±250 cm.
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Figure 7.8: Space-point distortions in r (top panels), rj (center panels) and z (bottom panels) for Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5), Rint =
50 kHz and e = 20 (left panels) and 10 (right panels). The data shows the integrated distortions for an electron
originating at z, r as it drifts to the GEM readout at z =±250 cm.



EXPECTED PERFORMANCE 

Testing limits of calibration procedure at up to twice the nominal ion density (ε= 40) 
–  tracking efficiency not compromised 
–  slight decrease in pt resolution at low momenta 

•  does not compromise physics program 

 29 
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TPC upgrade
Calibration performance

 Testing limits of calibration procedure

 → Going up to twice the nominal ion density (ε=40)

 Tracking efficiency not compromised

 Slide decrease in pT resolution at low momenta

 → does not compromise physics program
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In Fig. 2.4 the transverse momentum resolution is shown as a function of 1/pT for different space-charge
densities without and with residual distortions expected after the first reconstruction stage. The left panel
shows the case for TPC-ITS combined tracks, the right panel for TPC standalone tracks. As expected, due
to the residual distortions, a decrease with increasing space-charge density is observed. For calibration
purposes the pT resolution after the first reconstruction stage is sufficient.
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Figure 2.4: Transverse momentum resolution for TPC-ITS combined tracks (left), and TPC standalone tracks (right) for differ-
ent space-charge densities without distortions and with residual distortions after the first (synchronous) reconstruc-
tion stage.

Figure 2.5 shows the tracking performance after applying the correction for the residual distortions mea-
sured with the ITS-TRD interpolation method, as described in Sec. 8.4.1 of the TPC Upgrade TDR [1].
This corresponds to the expected performance after the second reconstruction stage. The TPC standalone
track reconstruction efficiency is shown on the left, the TPC-ITS track matching efficiency on the right.
In particular, the TPC-ITS matching efficiency is fully recovered by the residual distortion calibration
scheme for all e parameters under study.
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Figure 2.5: TPC standalone track reconstruction efficiency (left) and TPC-ITS track matching efficiency (right). Results are
shown without distortions and with residual distortions after the second (asynchronous) reconstruction stage.

TPC+ITS matching eff. 

1/pt resolution 
ε= IB * Geff -1 
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

ALICE TPC will be upgraded for RUN 3 to operate at 50 kHz rate in Pb-Pb collisions 

No gating and continuous readout with GEMs 

Extensive R&D leads to the 4-GEM configuration, fulfilling all requirements: 
–  Low Ion backflow 
–  Good energy resolution 
–  Low discharge rate 
–  Gain stability and uniformity 

New electronics for continuous readout 

Upgrade of the online calibration and data reduction system 
–  Advanced techniques for online corrections of space-charge distortions  

Full-size prototypes of IROC and OROC successfully built and tested 

 

TDR (+Addendum) endorsed by the LHCC in 2015 

Pre-production of final chambers ongoing, full production starts in Q2.2016 

LHC Long Shutdown 2 in 2019-2020: chamber and FEE installation, commissioning 



THANK YOU! 



EXTRA SLIDES 



Wide range of applications 
§  High energy physics 

§  Dark matter searches 

§  Neutrinoless double beta decay 

§  … and many more 

TPC – A VERSATILE TRACKING DETECTOR 

TPC – an (almost) ideal tracking detector 

Large active volume and acceptance  

Low material budget 

3D spatial information about hits 

 → simple pattern recognition 

High particle densities 

Good momentum resolution 

Particle identification via measurement of the specific 

energy loss 
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Limitations 
§  Large parameter space for calibration 

§  Drift distortions due to backdrifting ions → 
gated operation 

§  Limited to low rate experiments 

Pb–Pb @ √sNN = 5.02 TeV 



Particle Identification in ALICE 
Inner Tracking System 
•  Silicon detector for vertex 

determination 
•  Identification of displaced 

vertices 
•  PID via measurement of dE/dx 
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Particle Identification in ALICE 
Time Projection Chamber 
•  Charged-particle tracking 
•  Momentum measurement 
•  PID via measurement of  

dE/dx 
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Particle Identification in ALICE 
Transition Radiation Detector  
•  Provides electron 

identification at high βγ 
•  Measurement of dE/dx and 

transition radiation 
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Particle Identification in ALICE 
Time Of Flight 
•  Multigap Resistive Plate 

Chambers 
•  Provides PID in the 

intermediate momentum 
range 
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Particle Identification in ALICE 
High Momentum Particle 
IDentification (HMPID) 
•  RICH detector 

Calorimeters (EMCal, PHOS) 

Muon Spectrometer 
•  Tracking planes behind 

absorber 

(+ detectors for global event 
characterization) 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM 

Gating grid open Gating grid closed 

•  Current MWPCs employ gating grid (GG) to neutralize ions produced in 
amplification process 

–  Otherwise sizeable distortions due to space charge 
•  GG limits operation to 3.5kHz 

–  Electron drift (90 µs)  + ion blocking with GG  ( 200 µs) 
•  Readout rate in Pb-Pb limited to  300 Hz 

Ø   Upgrade necessary to run at a higher interaction rate! 
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IBF SIMULATIONS 
Garfield/Magboltz 

Systematic scan of parameter space 
–  gas composition 
–  3- and 4-GEM configuration, different geometries 
–  tuning of simulations by adjusting hole alignment 

IBF quantitatively well described by simulations 

41 

4GEM 



HOLE ALIGNMENT 

•  Gas gain (left) and the IBF (right) in a 2GEM system as a function  
of the hole offset between two layers 

•  Need random misalignment: rotate foils (masks) by 90o 

42 
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Figure 3.3: Ion backflow in a quadruple S-LP-LP-S GEM in Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) as a function of ET3 for different sizes of
the transfer gap between GEM 3 and GEM 4.

Figure 3.4: Garfield++ simulation of the gas gain (left) and ion backflow (right) in a double GEM system operated in Ne-CO2-
N2 (90-10-5). The results are shown as a function of the lateral GEM hole offset between the two layers.

Electron and ion transport in a quadruple GEM system

In the course of this R&D effort, a detailed discription of the propagation of single electrons and ions in
the GEM stack has been achieved. A simulation of the electron and ion transport characteristics in an S-
LP-LP-S quadruple GEM system was performed with Garfield++. Typical voltage settings corresponding
to the TDR settings (see Tab. 3.1) are applied. The total gain in this calculation is 1830, a summary of
the results is presented in Tab. 3.2. For each GEM layer, the collection and extraction efficiencies (ecoll
and eextr), the gas multiplication (M) and the effective gain (G = ecoll ·M · eextr) are calculated. For a
single electron arriving from the drift volume, also the average number of electrons entering and exiting
the GEM (ne,in and ne,out), the number of produced electron-ion pairs (ne�ion) and the number of ions
drifting back into the drift volume (nion,back) are given for each layer. In this configuration and for typical
voltage settings, most of the ions are produced in GEM4, which are efficiently blocked by the large-pitch



DISCHARGE STUDIES 
Influence of Z 
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22 The ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 3.16: Discharge probability measured in a single GEM setup with a gaseous 220Rn source in Ar-CO2 (90-10) and Ne-
CO2 (90-10).

Figure 3.17: GEANT4 simulation of the ranges in different gas mixtures of alpha particles from the sources used in the present
measurements.

Comparison to published data

As a first step, the results obtained for the triple GEM setup are compared to data available in the liter-
ature to validate our experimental methods. To this end, measurements of the discharge probability as
a function of the gain in Ar-CO2 (70-30) are carried out using the gaseous 220Rn source. Figure 3.18

1GEM studies - gas influence 
•  220Rn source (gaseous) 
•  Comparison for TPC gas mixtures 
•  Lower probability in gas with lower Z 
 
3GEM studies – charge density 
•  Discharge probability measured as a function of a distance 

between the source and GEMs (dsource) 
•  Gas: 

•  Ar-CO2 (90-10) 
•  Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5) 

•  Sudden drop after a certain dsource value 
•  Associated with energy loss curves in different mixtures? 
•  Reproduced with simple G4 simulations 

TPC Upgrade TDR Addendum 3

Figure 5.3

been performed for the very high gains of the detector to acquire statistically significant number of sparks
with a low-rate 220Rn source (see Sec. 5.1.2). The HV settings used with the detector were ?standard?
settings (see Sec. 5.2.4 in the TDR), typically used for triple GEM structures, scaled in order to vary the
total gain.

Figure 5.4

One can immediately observe an influence of the different gas mixtures on the results. First of all, slope
of the discharge curves in Ar-based mixtures is steeper than in Ne-based which suggests better spark
quenching at lower gains (although it is hard to predict this dependency in a low-gain region). This
observation is in agreement with a fact, that the amplification in Neon starts at lower fields than in Argon
(higher Townsend coefficient). This would also explain significant increase of stability after the addition
of 5% N2 to the Ne-CO2 (90-10) mixture or increasing the amount of quencher in Ar-CO2.

On the other hand, the effect of the charge density, described in the previous section, seems to be not
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Figure 3.19: Discharge probability as a function of gain in a triple GEM setup, measured with a 220Rn source in Ne-CO2
(90-10) and Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5).

do no longer reach the GEM structure (see also Fig. 3.17), the discharge probability drops by orders
of magnitude. Note that the primary ionization does still reach the GEMs from the drift field in this
case, but this has clearly much less impact on the detector stability. This is due to the fact that the
density of the charge that arrives at the GEM holes is reduced by diffusion and will therefore have less
probability to create a spark. In all following measurements the source distance is adjusted to the position
of the maximal discharge rate in Fig. 3.20, which can then be considered as a worst-case scenario for the
detector stability.
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Figure 3.20: Discharge probability as a function of the distance between the alpha source and the GEM stack. In the measure-
ment, the mixed nuclide alpha source was placed on top of the cathode, sending the alpha particles perpendicular
to the GEM foils. Upper limits for the discharge probability for a given distance are indicated with arrows.

The track inclination and the track length scan indicates that the development of a spark in a GEM foil is
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Figure 4.17: Separation power of pions and electrons at 1 GeV/c as a function of the 55Fe resolution. Data points for the 4-GEM
IROC and HIROC are taken at a gain of 2000, while Yale prototypes were operated at a gain of 4000. The red
point corresponds to the result from the 4-GEM IROC with the new baseline settings. The green curve shows the
result of a simulation.
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Figure 4.18: Separation power of pions and electrons at 1 GeV/c as a function of the ion backflow. Data points for the 4-GEM
IROC and HIROC are taken at a gain of 2000, while Yale prototypes were operated at a gain of 4000. The red
point corresponds to the result from the 4-GEM IROC with the new baseline settings.

•  Secondary e±, π± beam; 1, 2, 3 GeV/c 

•  dE/dx performance as expected from simulations 

•  Relative energy resolution as in present MWPC 
•  σe/µe ≈ 9% 
•  σπ/µπ ≈ 10% 

•  Physics performance not compromised up to σ(55Fe) = 14 % 



QUALITY ASSURANCE OF GEM FOILS 
Basic and Advanced QA 

Basic QA (each production step) 
–  “HV cleaning” of the GEM foils at 500-600 V in air 
–  Coarse optical inspection (note visible defects by eye) 
–  Leakage Current measurements 

Advanced QA 
–  High definition scanning  

(precise determination of defects and hole size distributions)  
–  Long term leakage current tests  
–  HV stability test 
–  Intersegment test  
–  Gain uniformity scan of one sample per GEM type 
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BASIC QA 

- Coarse optical check to spot 

major defects 

- HV test (e.g. leakage current) of 

every GEM segment at 500V in air 

- HV testing tools (boxes, pA-

meters, software) in production 
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ADVANCED QA 
HD scanning 

•  HD Optical Scanning Systems to 

measure distribution of inner/

outer hole diameters, pitch, GEM 

rim and spot hole defects 
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GEM GAIN UNIFORMITY 

•  Hole diameter distribution allows to predict gain uniformity across the GEM area. 

•  Below: gain measurement compared to a prediction from a trained neural network 

 

•  Gain prediction is in agreement with measurement within 1-2% 

(required gain uniformity of a foil is 10%) 

•  Optical HD scan allows for qualification of gain uniformity without gain measurement 

•  For x-check, gain uniformity of minimum one foil from each production batch will be 

measured in a setup employing a MWPC stage 

(meas.-predicted)/meas 
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CHAMBER BODY ASSEMBLY 
IROC 

Assembly of the first OROC body, beginning of 2016 (awaiting for OROC1-2 padplanes) 49 



CHAMBER ASSEMBLY 

f 

GEM Stack – wrinkles again! 

!  Stack screwed with rigid screws  
(Polyamid 6.0-gv 25% UL94 HB) 

!  Additional holes for mounting 

!  Why do we still have wrinkles? (ideas) 
!  Gluing misalignment 
!  Wrong holes alignment, too small tolerances? 
!  Too weak screws 
!  Holes position (not in the middle of frame) 

!  We did not try to fight with that now not to introduce new problems (dust, cuts, etc.) 

!  MUST be studied afterwards! 11 

•  Framing and assembly procedures well established 
•  Based on the experience gained in the prototyping phase 
•  Dedicated workshops: “School of ROC” in Munich, Gluing Workshop in Heidelberg 
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OROC PROTOTYPE 

-  Chamber operational under HV 

-  55Fe spectrum 

-  Sagging studies: check the possible reduction 

of the spacer grid density in GEM frames 
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COMMISSIONING 

Goal: guarantee gas tightness and proper performance of all ROCs 

Chamber body tests: pad plane connectivity, gas tightness, HV stability 

ROC commissioning:  
–  leak test  
–  gain curve 
–  gain and IBF uniformity tests with source 
–  two days long term test 

Chamber tests upon arrival at CERN 

TEST VESSEL 

Al – back flange 

Lateral walls 
(honeycomb sandwiched by PCB layers)   

Top cover 
(honeycomb sandwiched by carbon layers)   52 



RECONSTRUCTION STRATEGY 

Two-stage reconstruction scheme:

–  Cluster finding, cluster-to-track association: 6.55 TB/s à 50 GB/s 
Scaled average space charge distortion map

–  Tracking, ITS-TRD track matching  
High-resolution space charge correction for full distortion calibration à O(200 μm) in rφ



EXPECTED PERFORMANCE 

•  momentum resolution after first reconstruction stage factor 1.5 - 2 worse than ideal  

•  practically fully recovered after second reconstruction stage  

•  calibration procedure validated up to ε = 40 
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tion rates. The left panel shows the performance of the combined TPC-ITS tracks and the right panel that
of TPC standalone tracks. The conclusion is similar to that for the tracking performance. The pT reso-
lution is almost unaffected for interaction rates up to 100kHz and starts to deteriorate slightly for higher
interaction rates. At high pT, the combined momentum resolution remains unaffected up to 200 kHz.
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Figure 2.1: TPC standalone track reconstruction efficiency (left) and TPC-ITS track matching efficiency (right) for different
interaction rates.
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Figure 2.2: Transverse momentum resolution for TPC-ITS combined tracks (left), and TPC standalone tracks (right) for differ-
ent interaction rates.

2.2 Space-charge distortion dependence of the TPC tracking performance

The occurence of space-charge distortions of the drift field due to backdrifting ions from the amplification
region poses a major challenge for the TPC reconstruction and calibration scheme after LS2. Moreover,
the initial reconstruction steps need to be performed online to achieve sufficient data compression for
permanent storage. To this end, a two-stage online reconstruction and calibration scheme was proposed
in the TPC Upgrade TDR [1].

This scheme foresees a simplified distortion correction in the first reconstruction stage, that employs a
static average correction map scaled by a single time-dependent scale parameter. The scale parameter is
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2.2 Space-charge distortion dependence of the TPC tracking performance

The occurence of space-charge distortions of the drift field due to backdrifting ions from the amplification
region poses a major challenge for the TPC reconstruction and calibration scheme after LS2. Moreover,
the initial reconstruction steps need to be performed online to achieve sufficient data compression for
permanent storage. To this end, a two-stage online reconstruction and calibration scheme was proposed
in the TPC Upgrade TDR [1].

This scheme foresees a simplified distortion correction in the first reconstruction stage, that employs a
static average correction map scaled by a single time-dependent scale parameter. The scale parameter is

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE 

Influence of track density 

-  track matching efficiency and 1/pt resolution deteriorate for interaction rates > 100 kHz 

-  nominal interaction rate in RUN 3 and RUN 4: 50 kHz  
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FEE SPECIFICATION 
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RUN 1 RUN 3
(measured) (requirement)

Signal polarity Pos Neg
Detector capacitance (range) (pF) 12�33.5 12�33.5
S:N ratio for MIPs (IROC) 14:1 20:1

(OROC 6⇥10 mm2 pads) 20:1 30:1
(OROC 6⇥15 mm2 pads) 28:1 30:1

MIP signal (fC) 1.5 – 314 2.1 – 3.2
System noise (at 18.5 pF, incl. ADC) 670 e 670 e

PASA conversion gain (at 18 pF) (mV/fC) 12.74 20 (30)
PASA return to baseline (ns) < 550 < 500
PASA average baseline value (mV) 100 100
PASA channel-to-channel baseline variation (s ) (mV) 18 18
PASA shaping order 4 4
PASA peaking time (ns) 160 160 (80)
PASA crosstalk < 0.1 %15 < 0.2 %
PASA integrated non-linearity 0.2 % < 1 %
ENC (PASA only, at 12 pF) 385 e 385 e

ADC voltage range (differential) (V) 2 2
ADC linear range (differential) (fC) 160 100 (67)
ADC number of bits 10 10
ADC sampling rate (MHz) 10 (2.5, 5, 20) 10 (20)

Power consumption (analog & digital) (mW/ch) 35 < 35

Table 6.2: Measured PASA and ALTRO parameters for the current system (RUN 1) and the requirements for the upgraded
front-end electronics (SAMPA parameters for RUN 3). The parameters are explained in the text.

– A dynamic range of the electronics of 100 fC allows the measurement of the ionization signals of
low momentum particles, which may produce signals 30 times larger than those of a MIP. With
respect to the current system the linear range is reduced for the benefit of a better resolution around
the threshold level.

– To minimize the quantization error16, the conversion to digital values should take place with a
precision of at least 10 bits.

– The conversion gain (20 mV/fC) is chosen such that the maximum expected output signal matches
the amplifier voltage swing and the input dynamic range of the ADC (2 V peak-to-peak). In order
to approximately match the signal amplitudes in IROCs and OROCs, a second conversion gain
setting of 30 mV/fC can be used in the IROCs. In this case the linear range is decreased from
100 fC to 67 fC.

– The large number of front-end electronics channels and a requirement for an overall power con-
sumption < 20 kW gives a limit of 35 mW per channel. The heat is removed from the readout
modules with the existing water cooling system (see Sec. 11.4.3).

– Special care has to be taken to protect the system against potential corruption of data and control
registers caused by radiation (Single Event Effects).

– The electronics will be located in an area with limited access. High reliability is thus a requirement.

14For the higher gain anticipated in the original TDR the value was 4.8 fC for the OROCs.
15The requirement was < 0.3 %.
16The RMS value of the quantization error is 1/

p
12 ⇡ 0.29 LSB. It becomes smaller with larger bit depth.
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ROC MATERIAL FLOW 
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GEM	  Frames	  
(U	  Heidelberg)	  

IROC	  Alubody	  
(UT	  Aus=n)	  

Padplanes	  
(Europe)	  

GEM	  Frames	  
(WSU)	  

GEM	  framing	  
(TU	  Munich)	  

GEM	  framing	  
(U	  Bonn)	  

GEM	  framing	  
(GSI)	  

GEM	  framing	  
(WSU)	  

OROC	  body	  assembly	  
(U	  Heidelberg)	  

OROC	  body	  assembly	  
(U	  Frankfurt)	  

IROC	  body	  assembly	  
(U	  Tennessee)	  

OROC	  assembly	  +	  tests	  
(HPD	  Bucharest)	  

OROC	  assembly	  +	  tests	  
(GSI)	  

IROC	  assembly	  +	  tests	  
(U	  Yale)	  

GEM	  Produc=on	  
(CERN)	  

GEM	  QA	  
(Budapest)	  

external	  supplier	  
WP1:	  GEM	  foils	  
WP2:	  IROCs	  (USA)	  
WP3:	  OROCs	  (Europe)	  

OROC	  Alubody	  
(Europe)	  

GEM	  QA	  
(Helsinki)	  

Final	  Test/Storage	  
Integra=on	  
(CERN)	  



TIMELINE 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Prototyping and design 

Pre-production 

Production 

LS2 

ROC installation 

HV system  
(R&D, production) 

FEE & Readout 
(design, prototypes, prod.) 
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ALICE GEM TPC 

36 IROC and 36 OROC chambers will be installed 
More than 520k electronic channels for readout 
 
TOTAL TPC ROCs area = 34.29 m2 
TOTAL ACTIVE area = 30.5352 m2 
 
TOTAL FOILS area (4GEM) = 137.16 m2 
TOTAL (4)GEM area = 122.14 m2 
  
TOTAL number of GEM holes in ALICE GEM TPC = 3.9E+09 
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